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Non-revenue sports assessment recommended
Stemming from an Oct. 4 decision by the University Intercollegiate Athletic Committee to
drop men's lacrosse as a varsity
sport, a recommendation was
made to the Board of Trustees
yesterday for creation of an ad hoc
committee to assess the total picture of non-revenue sports.

favor of overturning the IAC's decision.
Washbush explained that this
proposed committee would be a
positive influence in clarifying the
perplexing area of non-revenue
sports, especially considering
budgetary constraints and compliance problems with Title IX.
University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. questioned the need for
such a committee.

The recommendation, made by
undergraduate student representative Thomas Washbush, was a
result of an "enormous outcry by
the University community" and the
interest shown by more than 4,500
students who signed a petition in

HE SAID he was not convinced
that the proposed ad hoc committee should replace the IAC and
essentially "we have a committee
(IAC) that meets the criteria just
laid out."
The only trustee committing

fri-

Gasohol
sees gain
in popularity

by Mary Dannemiller
staff reporter

dayi-n-ao
Ex-AFL-CIO
chief dies
WASHINGTON - George
Meany, 85, former AFL-CIO
president died at 10 p.m.
yesterday in George
Washington University
Hospital, where he recently
was admitted in failing
health.
AFL-CIO spokesman Al
Zack said the labor leader
died a few hours after his
blood pressure dropped
sharply and he was placed in
intensive care.
Meany's health had
deteriorated rapidly in 1979,
perhaps hastened by his
wife's death in March.
Friends said the loss of the
woman to whom he had been
married for 59 years
dampened his spirit and his
determination to recover.
Shortly after her death, he
suffered a knee injury that
prompted a flare up of his
arthritic hip. He was left
gaunt, pale and confined to a
wheel chair.
It was from that wheel
chair that Meany bade a
tearful farewell to the 14
million-member labor
federation in November at
the AFL-CIO's annual convention.
Meany was succeeded as
head of the AFL-CIO by
Lane Kirkland, his protege
and handpicked successor.

weather
Windy, rain. High 25F
(-4C),lowl8F (-80,90 percent chance of precipitation.

himself to one side or the other was
S. Arthur Spiegel who said that the
interest shown by the number of
signatures on the petition was a
sign of "good faith" and the
lacrosse issue was "a worthwhile
thing to look into."
It was after Spiegel's comment
that Moore told Washbush and
other members of the Student
Government Association present
that he would take the suggestion
under advisement.
Washbush said after the meeting
that he was not surprised other
members of the board did not speak
up because "it is typical for the
Board of Trusteesto be a little laidback with issues they are not

familiar with."

degree program in physical
therapy.

HOWEVER, HE referred to
Spiegel's comment as a "ray of
hope" and added that he was surprised he spoke out "in almost
direct opposition to what the president was saying."
Also concurring with the proposed ad hoc committee was Graduate
Student Representative Gerald E.
Krygier.
He said that the committee could
aid in clarifying what a majority of
students do not understand about
funding for revenue and nonrevenue sports.
The Board of Trustees did
unanimously approve the proposal
to offer a bachelor of science

THE PROPOSAL for this program must receive approval from
die Ohio Board of Regents before it
can be added to the alreadyexisting four-year programs at
Ohio State and Cleveland State
Universities.
More physical therapy programs
are "critically needed not only
statewide, but nationwide," Dr.
Joseph K. Balogh, dean of the
College of Health and Community
Services, said.
In other board action, unanimous
approval was also given to naming
the University soccer field the
"Mickey Cochrane Field" in

tribute to Cornelius (Mickey)
Cochrane, associate professor of
Health and Physical Education,
who served as soccer coach from
1964-1978.
The timing for this honor is
"excellent," according to Athletic
Director James Lessig. He explained that the Pepsi Cola Battling Co.
is furnishing a new electric
scoreboard for the fall season and
"Cochrane Field" could be placed
somewhere on it.
Membership on the Firelands
College Board was approved for
four new members and four others
seeking reappointment.
The trustees will meet again Feb.
14 at 10 a.m. in McFall Gallery.

by Julie Stephens
staff reporter

For years people have said that
alcohol and driving don't mix.
Well, they do—as long as the alcohol
is in the gas tank.
Gasohol, a mixture of 90 percent
unleaded gasoline and 10 percent
alcohol, was a popular item when it
was first introduced into the
American market early last year.
It is gaining popularity with some
1,000 of America's 171,000 service
stations now selling gasohol.
One of the first stations in the
area to offer gasohol is Petrol Point
in Perrysburg.
According to station supervisor
Melissa Kervin, gasohol has had a
lot of response from customers
since the station began selling it
last October.
"OH, IT WAS real good, and then
it kind of dropped off. If people
didn't get good gas mileage the
first tankful, they gave up," she
said, explaining that consumers
must use gasohol regularly to see
good results.
She said the station sold about
1,700 gallons of gasohol a day at 99.9
cents a gallon the first week it sold.
Now the price is $1.08 a gallon, and
she estimates the station sells
about 1,200-1,500 gallons a day.
"The newness kind of wore off,"
she said, but she thinks that sales
will pick up because of rising oil
prices and because Aericans want
"to help the U.S. so we won't have
to import as much oil."
"It is good for your car," she
said, "but I don't think the people
realize it."
BECAUSE ALCOHOL is a solvent, it cleans dirt from the fuel
tank and fuel line. A filter change
may be required after the first few

Melissa Kervin, supervisor at Petrol Point, Perrysburg, pumps
what might be the fuel of the future-gasohol.

uses of gasohol, because sediment
may be trapped in the filter.
Alcohol also raises the octane
level which may get rid of that
familiar "ping" or engine knock.
Midwest farmers have optimistically looked upon gasohol as
a way to boost grain prices and
reduce surpluses.
Raw materials for alcohol fuelsmethanol and ethanol- are virtually unlimited. Methanol can be
distilled from coal, garbage and

Happy hours come under fire
by Denis* Sakal
staff reporter

Happy Hours is "under the microscope" and if the
growing number of vandalism problems can't be
resolved, University students may be saying goodbye to the six-year-old tradition.
Union Activities Organization director Thomas
Misuraca said yesterday the problems he is concerned with have occurred in the Union and stem
from "infantile, inane behavior." He cited incidents
of beer throwing, chair tossings and "generally
rude behavior."
Although he would not be specific, Misuraca said
vandalism has occurred in areas of the Union other
than the Falcon's Nest where Happy Hours are
held. But, he added that these incidents might not be
related to Happy Hours.
The problem is not new and not all students can be
blamed, but Misuraca said vandalism has increased within the last year.
"ITS ONE of those circumstances where the majority may suffer because of the actions of the
minority," he said.

Misuraca said he is making every effort to
preserve Happy Hours because he feels it is a "good
viable program, but the people have to police
themselves."
Misuraca said one of the problems is catching the
culprits. Another is finding a charge that coincides
with University policy. For example, there is no
charge per se for throwing beer.
This quarter will serve as an evaluation period,
but depending on the "intensity of the situation"
Happy Hours could be canceled before the end of
the quarter, Misuraca added.
MISURACA SAID he is not against alcohol, but
explained, "If we are providing them (students)
with a setting that causes this type of activity, then
maybe we don't need Happy Hours."
In an effort to end the problem, more UAO student employees will man this quarter's Happy
Hours. Misuraca said he also is toying with the idea
of having a Campus Safety and Security officer
make periodic checks through the Union.
In addition, Happy Hours now will have a weekly
theme.This week's theme is celebrating the new
year. Misuraca said he hopes to make Happy Hours
more than just a "sit and drink" atmosphere.

waste wood products. Ethanol can
be distilled from grain, sugar cane
and almost any starchy plant.
MANY PEOPLE are involved in
the private production and
research of alcohol for gasohol.
One person, Jim Westhoven, in
Napoleon, is in the process of setting up a distillery and a
laboratory, in which he is trying
more efficient methods of producing alcohol.

Westhoven, along with five
others, is privately funding the project. Ht said the ultimate goal of
the group is to produce 160-proof
alcohol, which is 80 percent alcohol
and 20 percent water, for use in
automobiles.
"All gasohol is a stretcher for
gas," he said, adding that he hopes
that pure alcohol can be used as
fuel in the near future.
"It (gasohol) gets as good
mileage, if not better, than

staff photo by Tim Carrlg

gasoline."
Al Mavis has a distillery in
Rochester, 111., which he describes
as "profitable" with his 500-gallona-day output.
He said he's been in the grain
alcohol business for the last 20
years and got interested in it from
"seeing such bad grain markets."
"I want a thousand plants in Illinois by 1985," he said.
With only one plant now, he said
he has a lot of work to do.

Twenty-five cents a ride

SGA shuttle buses roll Monday
by Bart Porter
staff reporter

The letters USS have traditionally been identified with the fictional
United Star Ship Enterprise of the
popular Star Trek genre. However,
the Student Government Association has adopted the letters to
represent the new University Shuttle Service which begins operating
Monday.
According to Senator Dana Kortokrax, SGA coordinator of the project, the idea for a shuttle service
arose in January 1979 when the rec
center first opened.
Residents of Founders Quad
were concerned about walking
home at late night hours from the
rec center and told Kortokrax, the
representative of that district, that
some form of transportation was
needed.

"I THEN SURVEYED the
residents and got a positive
response, so I sought to get an old
school bus for the dorm to use,"
Kortokrax said.
KORTOKRAX SAID that when
other dormitories found out about
the bus, they were interested in the
plan as well. "So I proposed the
idea to the other senators, who
thought it would be a good investment."
Kortokrax worked with University administration officials to study
reports made on last year's shuttle
service, as well as an investigation
of the Campus Bus Service that has
been in operation at Kent State
University for 15 years.
Funding for the project includes
$10,000 donated by the office of the
vice president of operations, $4,000
from the general fee contingency
fund of the office of vice provost of

operational planning and $4,000
donated by SGA, Senator Thomas
Washbush said.
According to Kortokrax, the administration has promised to help
fund the project "in exchange for a
serious commitment by senators in
this joint effort."
COST TO students and faculty using the off-campus routes, which
will make regular stops at area
groceries, restaurants and other
stores, will be 25 cents a person,
and the on-campus route will take
persons within access of all campus
facilities free of charge, Kortokrax
said.
Tickets, primarily redesigned
meal coupons, will be available at
the bursar's office and the SGA office, she said.
Transfer tickets for students
wishing to change buses will also be
continued on page 4

opinion—
Depleting a budget
is a risky endeavor
The Student Government Association's $4,000 donation to the
newly created shuttle service program is a gamble that may lead
to serious financial problems by July.
Wednesday night, SGA members voted 14-1 in favor of the financial package, which will use $14,000 from the University adminstration as its base. With that projected funding, the shuttle
service is scheduled to begin operation Monday.
However, by donating $4,000 to get the project off the ground,
SGA has depleted its operating budget to about $1,500 for the next
two quarters.That budget could stifle the development of new programs during that time.
This is not to say the shuttle service project does not deserve the
backing it has received by SGA. The service should fulfill a need
that University students, faculty and administrators have had for
a long time—basic transportation around campus and uptown.
But restricting the financial picture for winter and spring
quarters is a serious measure that deserves careful examination
and deliberation. Yet the measure was whisked through so easily
at Wednesday's meeting that one has to wonder whether or not it
was given proper scrutiny.
SGA Senator Dana Kortokrax, who has spent considerable time
and energy on the shuttle service plans, is confident that the
money spent is a worthwhile investment tor the University. Yet
even she admitted being surprised at the ease with which the motion passed. Not only was the vote nearly unanimous, but there
was little discussion of the final plans.
SGA members seem fairly confident that the upcoming
Siarters will not place heavy demands on their budget. Most of
e projects they foresee are not financially demanding, they say.
Hopefully, they are right. But in the event that projects costing
more than $1,500 arise, SGA will be hard-pressed to come up with
the appropriate funds.
Maybe SGA members were feeling lucky when they voted on the
financial gamble. With the way finances usually work out, they'll
need all the luck they can muster to get through until July.

letters.
United Sado-Masochists?
A strange and unusual thing, it is,
the American love affair with pain.
Pain has become an integral part in
the whole of the American lifestyle.
Only in these United States can you
find that the most popular fads are
also the ones that generate the
most excruciating pain.
Jogging, for instance Is good for
several kinds of pain. Not only does
your abdomen feel as if your appendix is trying to emerge through
your navel, your legs feel like
they've been pounded by a rubber
mallet, the callouses on your feet
add an inch and a half to your
height, and your lungs feel like
they've suffered third degree
burns. Yet Jogging is more
widespread than Parka y.
What about those California hot
tubs, folks? Who wouldn't love being Immersed in 105 degree water,
and having their innards solidfy,
like a hard boiled egg.
Not only do we enjoy inflicting
pain on ourselves, but our fervor
for watching it inflicted on someone else is rivaled by none.
Where else but America do you find
people sitting around watching 22
throwbacks to the Neanderthal age
who are bashing their heads 15 inches into their ribcage, or watching
two over-developed men try to
move each other's noses to the
other side of their faces? It's easy
to tell the people who are really into
pain; they're the ones who sit on a
ice cold, stiff chair, with someone's
pointy knees poking them in the
back, in a 30 mile an hour wind

blowing their teeth from their
mouth, while eating an ice cold hot
dog, and watching the Bengals play
the 49ers. Now that's pain.
Not only is it perfectly acceptable
for Americans to indulge in pain in
their leisure time, it is also quite
fashionable to enjoy pain while
working, studying, or just wandering around. No one bats an eye
anymore when they see someone
prancing around and breathing
hard, after stubbing his toe. It
passes unnoticed when someone
slips on winter ice and dents the
sidewalk with his now bruised
derriere. In fact, an act like this
usually results in a generous round
of applause. It phases no one to see
the pain written on someone's face,
as he searches for that elusive dime
to allow him passage to a pay toilet.
Pain is even advertised on TV.
Have you ever hit a bump in the
road while driving one of those gas
saving compact cars? At least you
get a sun roof at no extra charge.
America's preoccupation with
pain has reached such heights that
Congress should seriously consider
changing our name to the United
Sado-masochists and Antagonists.
What country in the world would
mess with us? Any pain or discomfort they caused would be
thoroughly enjoyed. I could go on
with further consequences of our
affiliation with pain, but I'm late
for my racquetball game.
Tony Napoleone
On-t'ampus mailbox 3907
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Apartment living: waiting with bated breath
Ah, the glories of being on my
own in Bowling Green!
Oh, how I waited with bated
breath and a large bottle of Lysol to
move back into my very own
quarter of my humble abode in College Town, USA, leaving the middle class comforts of my parent's
home in North Suburbia.
Don't get me wrong - Christmas
break was a welcome respite from
the wearying rigors of University
existence. Besides, mooching off
Mom and Dad always is a good
time.
BUT AFTER three weeks, even
munching seemingly limitless
quantities of yogurt and granola
before the fireplace while watching
mindless TV shows can grate on a
person. I longed for the saltines I
get free at the cafeterias and the
frozen floorboards in my quaint
brick and plaster of paris apartment building.
Yes, I knew I had arrived at my

focus
Paula Winslow
true home when one of the friendly
little red ants that are so welcome
in our apartment rushed to the door
to greet me last weekend.
I knew it for sure when I went to
hang my coat in the hall closet and
was attacked by the closet door
that hangs so haphazardly from its
hinges (I'm still picking the
splinters out of my nose).
Oh, how I missed being missed
by the rudimentary heating vents
so cleverly placed on the ceilings in
my place. (Why should I expect architects to know that heat rises?
Actually, the design is perfect if
you happen to be Wilt Chamberlain
or have your bed suspended from
the ceiling.)

ment) to run everywhere else.
Oh, and not to forget the delights
of our cubbyhole kitchen (it
measures 2 1V42X3). Mom's G.E.
range can't hold a pilot light to our
gas stove with its never-ending flow
of noxious fumes. Pork and beans
never tasted so good as when
roasted over a slow-burning
gaseous cloud.

AND WHAT a Joy to slip into my
bed on my first night back and feel
those old familiar ice crystals between my sheets!
And oh! the exhilarating game of
hopscotch I play to avoid getting
frostbitten on the soles of my feet
as I tiptoe to the bathroom and its
arctic-like linoleum! (Actually, I
shouldn't complain. The landlord
did, after all, replace the mildewridden old tiles with some exquisite
gray brick-look flooring. No matter that as part of the impromptu
remodeling they knocked a oneinch hole in the drainpipe of our
bathroom sik, creating a lovely colander effect whenever we use the
faucet. At least we won't have to
spend so much on Drain-o now.)
And ah! the unspoken pleasures
of taking a steamy shower in my
bathroom as the moldy shower curtain carelessly brushes up against
me, causing chills to run up and
down my spine and millions of
germs (furnished with the apart-

MOM AND DAD probably would
never understand my deep appreciation for living on my own at
college. Thermostats that were the
latest thing in 1928, walls that don't
dent when you sneeze near them,
shag carpeting that looks like my
cousin's dog, Rover, after he has
fallen in the sewer, these are the little known pleasures of being a big
person on her own in the real world.
I can't wait for spring break.
Paula Winslow Is managing
editor of The News.

The do's and don'ts at the pit stop of life
I've always thought of college as
kind of the final pit stop in the
Daytona 500 of life.
In a way, we've all pulled off to
the side to get gassed and get our
tires changed before we roll back
on for the final laps around that
wide oval of the future.
When I think these thoughts I
consider professors as mechanics,
dormitories as garages and
graduation as a checkered flag.
So, the other day when I was in
class getting my academic rings
lubed, so to speak, I figured the biggest thing we're getting prepared
for is finding a job.
BECAUSE of that obsession we
have with getting jobs, classes are
being taught on how to handle interviews, make resumes and get
prepared for the job market.
One especially enterprising man
who has cashed in on this occupation preoccupation was profiled
recently in The Wall Street Journal.
He charges job seekers $1,500 to
hear his classes, and his students
say his ideas work.
For example, the coach, Richard
LeFante, says, "When the interviewer mentions salary ranges,
take the top figure and repeat it.
Say 'Hmmm.' Think about it; count
to 30 and look at the person."
THAT TACTIC can often get you
more money, he figures.
I, on the other hand, think if you
repeat what someone says, say
"Hmmm," and stare at a person
for 30 seconds without saying
anything, you may be in love.
Some of the other tips he gives
are to avoid plaid or bright
clothing, fold a deep crease in your
resume, and don't order mixed
drinks or messy sandwiches at luncheon interviews.
While these suggestions are
useful, they are just the tip of the
interviewing iceberg. I have talked
to a number of experts in this area
and have found a few that this
fellow that charges $1,500 didn't.
WHEN AT an interview, always
remember:

food at other diners. This is considered rude. As olives are
ricocheting off diners across the
room, a potential boss will be
heading for the door, leaving your
resume behind.

focus
John Lammers
-Let the interviewer know that
you're up on the business world.
Pepper your conversation with insights such as, "Hey, this inflation
thing is getting out of hand," and
"Hoo boy, those gold prices are going through the roof."
-At a luncheon interview, keep in
mind two points. First, do not bring
a date. The prospective employer
likely will be uncomfortable, will
not hire you and, most importantly,
will not pick up the check. In turn,
your date will regard you as a
failure and a bad investment, and
will dump you for a bartender with
a Winnebago.
-Also at a lunch, do not throw

-DO NOT suggest to the interviewer that the two of your "go
down to the Holiday Inn lounge, get
plowed and see if we can find a few
bimbos."
-Special aside to fraternity and
sorority members: Use your affiliation as a means of influence.
You never know, the prospective
boss may be from the same
organization. But be subtle. Do not
say, "Didn't I throw up on one of
your brothers during the Mud Chug
Festival last year?"
-Boost your school. The better
the interviewer thinks the University, the higher he will regard your
education. "Our new rec center is
really neat," however, is probably

not the best way of doing that.
-Print up a neat, complete
resume with at least three strong
references. The vice president for
new car planning at General
Motors is a good reference; your
Uncle Mike is not.
-AN EFFECTIVE opening line:
"Good morning, sir, I'm pleased to
meet you."
-A poor opening line: "Let's get
this straight right off the bat: You
scratch my back and I'll scratch
yours. Know what I mean?"
-The last impression stays with
him as he ponders his final decision, so an authoritative closing
statement is important. One example is: "Thank you very much, sir,
I hope to be hearing from you."
-A less effective one would be:
"Later, man."
John Lammers is news editor of
The News.

by Garry Trudeau
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Await program approval

briefs

Pre-physical therapy majors are optimistic

Downhill ski day trip
Sign-ups begin Monday for the first downhill ski day trip scheduled
for Jan. 19 at Pine Knob, Michigan, and sponsored by the Student
Recreation Center. Costs of lifts and equipment rental are $10.50 each,
plus a $3 transportation charge. Other downhill ski day trips will be
Feb. 3 and March 2. Cross country ski day trips are scheduled for Jan.
27 and Feb. 17.

by Miry Dinnemlller
staff reporter

They came to the University intending to take required courses for
a few years and perhaps to get
some practical experience. Then
they would transfer to another
school in hopes of getting accepted
into the program they built a foundation for—physical therapy.
Now, if a four-year physical
therapy degree program proposed
by the College of Health and Community Services is approved by the
Ohio Board of Regents, transferring will not be the only alternative
available to the 23 declared and
countless undeclared pre-physical
therapy majors at the University.
With the program approved by
the University Board of Trustees
yesterday, several pre-physical
therapy students said it was "a big
relief."
Although it is not official until the
regents approve the proposal, all
are optimistic that the program
will become a reality.

Rec Center tournaments
The Student Recreation Center is sponsoring student racquetball,
handball and sauash tournaments this quarter. Sign-up continues
through Wednesday for both intermediate and beginner divisions of
tournament play. Racquetball and handball tournaments include
men's singles, men's doubles, mixed doubles, women's singles and
women's doubles. Squash tournaments include men's singles and
women's singles. Winners will receive rec center T-shirts. For information call the center at 372-2711.

Law school representatives
Representatives from two area law schools next week will meet at
the University with students interested in attending law school. Dean
Albert Rakas of the University of Akron Law School will meet with
students from 1-4 p.m. Tuesday in the Canal Room, third floor, Union.
Dr. William Richmond of the Toledo University Law School will be on
hand from 1-4 p.m. Wednesday also in the Canal Room.

Time management seminar
Dr. Raymond K. Tucker, University professor of interpersonal and
public communication and nationally recognized time management
consultant, will conduct a one-day seminar on effective time management from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday in the Alumni Room, Union.
Seminar topics include how to stop wasting time and how to balance
telephone and personal time. This session is tailored for insurance office personnel and clerical staff members, but is open to all. Fee to attend the seminar is $55 to cover the cost of instructional materials and
lunch. For information or to register call 372-0183.

"I WAS going to start writing
(letters to other schools), but not
now," Debra M. Pfaffenberger
said.
The 19-year old sophomore had
always planned to attend the
University, but did not understand

when she expressed an interest in
physical therapy that transferring
would be necessary.
Pfaffenberger, who hopes to
begin her career in a hospital
before setting up a private practice, plans to stay at the University
in hopes of getting accepted in the
program here.
When the possibility of a physical
therapy program at the University
was not more than an idea, most
students interested in that
specialization remained at the
University for four years hoping to
transfer into a professional program elsewhere," registered
physical therapist Robert
Liven good, said.
LIVENGOOD,
ALSO an
associate professor of Health and
Physical education at the University, explained that students had the
option of transferring, but also of
getting a certificate or master's
degree.
He added that the only two Ohio
institutions currently offering baccalaureate degrees in physical
therapy are Ohio State and
Cleveland State Universities.
"We were really up in the air, until this year," junior Tricia L.
Green said.
Before choosing the University,
she heard it would probably take
six years to become a physical

therapist-four years at one school
and two years in another program
somewhere else.
ALTHOUGH she felt her chances
were slim for admittance to the
programs, she wrote to CSU and
OSU for information.
She intends to finish at the
University and apply for admittance to the first professional core
class here fall quarter 1981, instead
of transferring.
"It's nice to know I could have it
(physical therapy program) here,"
she added.
Echoing her sentiments was
junior Mary J. Rinehart, who has
been closely following the movement of the program proposal for
the last year.
SHE ATTENDED the Academic
Council meeting last quarter for
the discussion of the proposal
because "I wanted to hear them
say yes." And they did.
Rinehart was not always a prephysical therapy major. In fact,
she came to the University because
of the reputation of the physical
education department.
Before changing her major from
physical education to pre-physical
therapy, she knew she might have
to apply to other schools, but talk of
a program at the University made
her optimistic.

Stemming from her interest in
sports, Rinehart picked up an'
athletic training minor, which she
insists will be an asset to future
work in physical therapy.
THE RELATIONSHIP betweeji-the two is in the rehabilitationtechniques and means of treatment. This additional experience
she hopes will aid in gaining admittance to the program.
Although she will be eligible to
take athletic training certification
after graduation, she also hopes to
"stay here and get in the program
if it is implemented fall 1981."
Kelly J. Potter is a declared
biology major, but also one of the
many undeclared pre-physical
therapy majors at the University.
The 19-year-old sophomore, like
Pfaffenberger, always planned to
attend the University, and with the
trustees approval yesterday, she
said, "It's about time we've heard
some good news about it (the program).
Summing up the feelings of all
pre-physical therapy majors who.
have been worried about transferring to another school, Potter said,
"Now, I feel I have a pretty good
chance of being what I want to be."
Livengood and University prephysical therapy majors now await
the decision of the Ohio Board of
Regents.

Alcohol abuse program seeks to make students aware of problem
by Jan* Van Baren

The many damage reports and
disciplinary problems that arose
from last spring quarter's Thursday night beer blasts have sparked
the idea for a new alcohol abuse
program at the University.
These events brought the drinking problem into focus, and it was
felt that an organized program is

needed, Elaine Robinson, University consultant, said.
The main goal of the program is
to create an awareness among
students about alcohol abuse, Syd
Wyford, alcohol counselor for the
program, said. Abuse is particularly prevalent among young adults,
ages 18-25 who make up most college populations, he said.
Another goal for the program is

to set up a referral system, concentrating on residence halls. Support
from Campus Safety and Security
and other major campus services
also is being established, Wyford
said.
WYFORD SAID she will try to
accomplish these goals by talking
with residence hall advisors and
especially with students.
The
program is designed

specifically to help students and includes four areas: the problem
drinker, the occasional or social
drinker, the non-drinker and the
person who has a relative or friend
with a drinking problem, Wyford
said.
Wyford said a person's drinking
becomes a serious problem when it
begins to interfere with his daily
life. She said because of social
drinking, the college campus is a

"fertile ground for creating alcohol
abuse," so it is necessary for
students to learn to drink responsibly.
Wyford attended the University
and was involved in the rehabilitation counseling program under
special education. She graduated in
March 1978, with a master's degree
in rehabilitation counseling.
SHE ALSO worked three years at

the Morley Halfway House in
Toledo where she dealt with alcohol
abuse and related problems. She is
also an accredited alcohol
counselor.
She said she is excited about the
program, sees a great need for it;
and hopes for an expanded alcohol
abuse program in the future.
"If we can help one person, it's
worth it," she said.
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NEW YEARS EVE HAPPY HOURS
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Party hats, noise makers and a countdown at 5:00 p.m. It is a welcome
celebration to the New Decade, New
Year and the New Quarter.
Today 2:30-5:30 p.m.

ALL THIS AND MORE
CAN BE YOURS!

MUSICIANS-PERFORMERS
TOLEDO. OH - TUES JAN 29
University ol Toledo
Student Union
ANN ARBOR, MI - WED . IAN 30
University ol Michigan
Michigan Union
FARMINGTON HILLS, MI - THURS , IAN 31
Holiday Inn
W Ten Mile Rd/I-96 and Grand River
BOWLING GREEN. OH - FRI, FEB 1
Bowling Green State University
Student Union

Free with I.D.
.

TECHNICIANS
Please send resumes by Feb 8
Also at Cedar Point Feb 2 & 9
AUDITIONS BEGIN AT 1 PM
For other audition sites and
further information contact

RUSH FRATERNITIES
MOST HOUSES ARE

1

/•
*>

LIVE SHOWS
Cedar Point
Sandusky, OH 44870
(419) 626-0830

•*
«#v
J*
«T

OPEN & EXPECTING YOU
(FIRST 3 WEEKS OF THIS QUARTER)
k*********

>******************************************»'

™E HUTCH
PET fir SADDLE SHOP

x

I
PROUDLY PRESENTS

Si

* ANNIE *
IN
CLEVELAND-H ANN A THEATER
February 9, 1980

A bus will depart from bowling green at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday
februaiy 9th. only 30 seats are available at $18 per person. The
show starts at 2:00 p.m. After the show the group will go out to
dinner. The cost of dinner is not included in the $18.

55.00 Off Boots With This Ad
Good thru 2/17/80

wumo
1011 S. MAIN
IOWLINO GREEN

*******************

352-8459

•INfMCHAlIIOSIWI lit)

DAILY 11t
SUN 14

***************************************<

THIS IS THE "SHOW" WHICH STARTLED BROADWAY
AND WILL AMAZE YOU . DON'T MISS THIS FIRST CLASS
PRESENTATION!

SIGN UP AT THE UAO OFFICE NOW.

:
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Hospitality

Job opportunities in hotel, food industries plentiful
dustry: Today, Tomorrow."

by Kathy Coll

Inside the job market of hotels,
country clubs, theme parks and
restaurants, career opportunities
are exploding.
There are job opportunities for
almost every student at the University in this field of hospitality. The
field encompasses such areas as
restaurant management, theme
parks, food product development
and sales.
Students studying anything from
accounting to interior design could
find a job in this field, Joe
Williford, associate professor of
home economics, says.
To prepare sutdnets for this explosion, the University's home
economics department is offering a
seminar titled "the Hospitality In-

THE SEMINAR, which is worth
one credit hour,will be offered to
students this quarter on
Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m. starting
Jan. 16.
During the course of the seminar,
students will hear presentations
and can ask questions of representatives of 20 different hospitality industries. After the two-hour session, they also will have the chance
to mingle with the panel and arrange interviews for the next day
during an informal coffee session.
The seminar will provide
students with the opportunity for
"information dissemination interviews," Williford said.
A similar type of seminar without
credit was offered last year, and "it

was very beneficial to the students. summer or permanent employMost of the participants of the ment.
Students will have the opportuniseminar had multiple job offers;'
ty to interview with companies
Williford said.
such as L&K Restaurants, ProfesThe seminar is structured and sional Food Management, Dutch
geared toward upperclassmen, but Pantry Restaurants, Greyhound
it will also be helpful to Food Management, Gladieux Food
underclassmen who are consider- Service, Sky Chefs, Stouffers and
Harley Hotels. Other companies
ing a job in the hospitality field.
"We are looking for people who are Wendy International, Bill
are looking for jobs," Williford Knapps, Saga Food Servicejnc,
Ohio Restaurant Association, Bob
said.
Requirements for the seminar in- Evans.Inc, McDonalds, Empire
clude attendance, participation and Family Restaurants, Marriot
either a current resume or a will- Hotels, ARA Food Service, Moringness to develop one before the risons and Servomation.
Students can register for the
end of the seminar, Williford exseminar by adding HOEC 480-4994
plained.
STUDENTS ARE urged to sign to their schedule in the Grand
up for and interview with the par- Ballroom before Monday, which is
ticipating companies for either the last day to add a class.

Students to visit Virginia's historic sites
Students interested in colonial
history can experience it first hand
by enrolling in a University course
that will take them to famous sites
in Virginia during spring break.
The course (History 391) carries
two hours of undergraduate credit.
It is a touring workshop under the
supervision of Dr. David C. Skaggs
Jr., history professor.
"The design of the course is to try
and acquaint students with the
history, society and culture of colonial Virginia," Skaggs said.

Historic sites to be visited include
Williamsburg,
Monticelln.
Jamestown, Yorktown and Mt.
Vernon.
THERE WILL be special lectures by representatives of Colonial
Williamsburg Inc. and an archaeological tour, he said.
"The archaeological work they
have done is tremendously interesting," Skaggs noted.
The tour, by University vans, is
scheduled to leave the University

HOWEVER, BESS said the project might be expanded to daylight
hour routes depending how much
support the service receives this
quarter.
"We think this (service) is important and we'd like to see as
much support as possible," Bess
said.
"Right now we're shooting for

one quarter," Bess said, adding
that if the USS project is not received well by students this quarter, the
service will be greatly reduced spring quarter.
According to Kortokrax, the project will employ student drivers.
"We hope students will get more
of a feel for the service than did
drivers employed for the service
last year. It will also give students
a chance to make money in the
evening hours," she said.
Pick-up points for the vans will
be marked by large orange signs
depicting gold vans and the letters
USS, Kortokrax said.
Time schedules and routes will
be posted at all campus pick-up
points, she said.

Students using the various court
facilities at the Student Recreation
Center are being urged to inform
the center if they wish to cancel
court reservations.
According to Director Ben
McGuire, the rec center council's
regulations require students to pick
up court reservation slips before
entering a court they have reserved. Persons who do not pick up
their reservation slips will be
counted as no-shows.
Should these students be counted
as no-shows for a second time, they
will not be allowed to make court
reservations for the rest of the
quarter.
"During high-use times, when someone doesn't show up for the
court he reserved, he rips off
everyone else who's trying to use
the court," McGuire said.

"I APPLIED MYSELF AND GOT
FEDERAL STUDY MONEY."

on
YOU?
YES NO
a
□
D

sion fees and two meals. All other
meals are to be paid for by the
students.
Enrollment has a limit of 31
students, and students of any major
can register. They must preregister with the history department and pay a J15 nonrefundable
deposit. The $165 balance must be
paid by March 1.
'I think it will turn out to be a
very useful enterprise, a very
educational one," Skaggs said.

No-show policy set

Shuttle bus '™"»»
available, so they will not have to
pay another 25-cent fee to change
she added.
According to William R. Bess,
director of Campus Safety and
Security, the USS project will
operate evenings, Monday through
Friday, winter quarter because
this is expected to be the most-used
time.

on March 20 and will return on the
morning of Friday, March 28. Five
nights will be spent in Virginia,
Skaggs said, and include four
nights in Williamsburg and one in
Fredericksburg.
Skaggs explained the course
work includes the lectures, reading
and reviewing the biography of a
famous Virginia and submitting a
diary about the tour after returning
to the University.
Cost of the tour is $190 and pays
for transportation, housing, admis-

WINTER QUARTER is the peak
season for indoor racquetball court
use, he said. Other courts included
in the no-show policy are squash,
handball, tennis, volleyball and
basketball.
McGuire said primarily the
handball and racquetball courts
are booked all day and the rec
center cannot accommodate all
demands for courts. The most effective way to make use of the
courts is to enforce the no-show
policy, he said.
"On an average day we have
three to four cancellations and
about six no-shows," McGuire said.
He noted that very few students
are second offenders, but many
students violate the court reservar
tion system. McGuire considers the
no-show policy an effective method
of alleviating this problem.

"If you'd like to get more education and
need study money, do what I did. Write to
Box 84, Washington, D.C. 20044 and ask
for a free booklet. It's called "A Student
Consumer's Guide to Six Federal Financial Aid Programs!' Then get in touch
with the counselor or financial aid admin

stall photo by Frank Brelthaupt
Yesterday marked tha final atep of the Installation of the new
crosswalk signs across from the University Administration
Building. Rob Short ol K and K Construction ol Weston worked to
smooth out the freshly poured concrete base that will secure the
signs, which are hoped to ensure the salety ol pedestrians.

istrator in the school of your choice for
heb in applying. (And be sure to complete the forms carefully so you will be
eligible for the help you need!)
"Remember: If vou want education
after high school and need financial
assistance to get it "IT'S TIME TO APPLY.'

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS:
SNEA, SCEC, AND ACE MEETINGS ARE:
JAN. 13 SN€A MEETING ON INTERVIEWING 6:30
JAN. 15 ACE & SCEC MEETING ON EDUCATION PROGRAMS 7:00
JAN. 27 SCEC SPEAKER ON THE GIFTEO6:00
JAN. 29 ACE STUDENTS SPEAKING ON ED. PROGRAMS 6:00
FEB 3 SNEA MEETING CREATIVITY IN CLASSROOM 6:30
FEB. 10 SCEC SPEAKER ON ART THEARAPY 6:00
FEB 12 ACE MEETING ON FIRST AID 8:00
FEB 24 SCEC SPEAKER: PRINCIPAL FROM MAINSTREAM
SCHOOL 6:00
FEB. 26 SOCIAL OCASSION TO MEET PROF'S AND ADMINISTRATORS FROM ED. DEPT. 8:00
MAR. 2 SNEA LEGAL RIGHTS IN AND OUT OF CLASSROOM 6:30
MAR. 9 SCEC SPEAKER ON COMMUNICATION 6:00
Preektentt:

ARE YOU AN ENERGETIC PERSON

D

ARE YOU A "LET'S DO IT" PERSON

D

ARE YOU A PERSON WHO ALWAYS

SNEA-Elleen Hughes 354-1225
SCEC-Barb Whltford 372-5331
ACE-Sandy McAdoo 372-6412

Get involved!!

SEEMS TO BE INVOLVED

Fox's Den
soon to be

DO YOU WANT TO HELP PEOPLE
AND HAVE A CHANCE TO LEARN
YOURSELF

IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED YES TO THE
ABOVE QUESTIONS, THEN YOU ARE THE
KIND OF PERSON THAT THE ORIENTATION
PROGRAM NEEDS
SIGN UP FOR A AN INTERVIEW ON THE
FOLLOWING DATES

CHARLIES BUND PIG
Monday & Wednesday
Tuesday

Double Bubble
3 for 1

Sandwich Specials
12:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
Piping Pig
Corn Beef
Crazy Steer
Ham & Cheese

soon to be added
MIWARY 14-24 in Rwm 40$ ftwfrnl SWYICM

pool table

foosball

■

t
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space invader

United States
Office of Education
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Iranians are not against Americans, Muslim says
by Paul O'Donnell
staff reporter

The holding of SO American hostages at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran,
llran, by fanatical Moslems is a reaction against the American governI merit, not the American people, says Ananais Pittman, a University stu|dent who is a Black Muslim.
Pittman, a senior electronic technology major, said the United States is
Iviewed externally as "a powerful nation that interferes in other govemIments," and its support of deposed Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi lends
|validity to the militants' charges that the hostages are "spies."
The hostages, now in their 69th day of captivity, may have been proIviding information to both the American and Iranian governments, he ad|ded.
"You never hear where (Muslims) are against the American people,"
IPittman said. "The only reason (the Ayatollah Ruhollah) Khomeini is
|keeping the prisoners of war' is because they might just be 'spies.'"
HE CITED Khomeini's release of the 13 black and women hostages
Ibefore Thanksgiving as a sign of sympathy toward oppressed Americans.

"Iran isn't at war with America of today," he continued, "but America
of the past.
"(President) Carter says that the hostages are this or the hostages are
that, but in actuality they are not hostages but 'prisoners of war'".
Pittman, who has studied Islam for about five years, said there are
many anti-American sentiments in Islamic countries, adding that a
strong unity exists among Muslims.
"THATS ONE of the greatest things in as far as the Islamic situation in
Iran and it is why you see so many Muslims all over the world battling
against what they feel is a threat to Islam."
Although he does not think the United States will exert military force
against Iran, he said Khomeini is one of several Islamic figures with the
religious power to call for a holy war, in which all Muslims would fight to
defend Islam.
In the event of an American military attack, Pittman ruled out the holy
city of Qom, Iran-Khomeini's home—being attacked because of its symbolism among Islamic people.
"They (the United States) wouldn't attack Qom because they would be
afraid of retaliation by Muslims all over the world," he said.

PITTMAN SAID that even though Iran would probably be overpowered
in a military confrontation, most Muslims would fight to defend Islam.
The present struggle between Iran's neighbor, Afghanistan and the
Soviet Union is an example of this, he noted.
"In Islam, there is no fear in how you die. The only fear is God," Pittman said.
But Pittman said he is not sure if Muslims living in the United States
would go to war against the United States.
"THE IMAM (an ascetic spiritual leader whose teachings are unquestioned) here, W.D. Mohammed, is saying 'you have to live here, support
your American situation and realize thus is the greatest country'," he
said.
Most Muslims living in the United States would not be supportive of a
war and would not take up arms against Iran, he said, because "they (the
Iranians) are our brothers."
He also does not think the black community would be responsive to an
American call to war because it views the crisis as a "problem of the
white man."
No blacks were involved in creating the crisis, he said.

consumer corner.
Housing guideline to local apartments
Editor's note: Consumer Comer
I is a weekly feature of The BG News
I taken from current pnblic topics,
I inquiries and closed cases of the
[Student Consumer Union (SCU),
1405 Student Services Bldg. This
■week's information was provided
I by SCU member Mona McCoy.
Dear SCU,

I have transferred to Bowling

w&

Green this quarter. My only problem is that I have nowhere to live.
I don't know the area very well and
have no idea where local apartment complexes are located. How
can I find out what houses or apartments in the area are available to
rent or sublet?
Signed, Out in the Cold

Dear Out,

The SCU publishes a "Guideline
to Off-Campus Housing" to aid student or community residents in
their search for off-campus housing.
The guideline's blue pages provide a listing of many of the apartment complexes in the Bowling
Green area. These pages are
published annually and run from

m LOCKER ROOM
^^ SPORTING
GOODS
1 SPECTACULAR

fall to spring quarter. Although it is
not a complete guide to all apartment complexes in the area, it
gives students a fairly good idea of
what is availai,.
The white pages of the guideline
are a supplement to the blue pages
and are published every other
week. This part of the guideline
gives a current listing of available
apartments, houses or rooms for
rent.
The information provided in both
listings includes rental rates,

number of tenants needed, if
utilities are included, if pets are
allowed, if it is furnished and other
pertinent information.
If students already living off
campus need another roommate,
they may also advertise in the
guideline. Advertising may be obtained by filling out a rental listing
card in the SCU office.
The next publication of the white
pages will be on Jan. 16. Students
and landlords who wish to have
their vacancies included in this edi-

tion must have their rental listing
cards signed by Monday, Jan. 14.
The SCU recently took over the
publication of the guideline from
the University Housing Office. The
service is free to all students
wishing to obtain a listing and for
students who wish to advertise in it.
Housing guidelines or rental
listing cards may be picked up in
the SCU office, 405 Student Services Bldg. If you have any questions you may call the office at
372-0248.

SUPPORT THE BG NEWS ADVERTISERS

SENIORS!
ON ALL ITEMS IN THE STORE
FROM 10 TO 40% OFF
SHOP TOD A Y AND SA VE!

DON'T BE LEFT OUT OF THE
1980 KEY!

THE LOCKER ROOM SPORTING GOODS
112 S. MAIN ST ST.
353-6341
I Take stock in America.
iHuy US. Savings BondsJ

When the honeymoon
is over.
And you discover
she can't cook ...
Remember these
words of wisdom:
"I
'Pagliai's

Delivers

/'

Great subs, salads, lasagna. spaghetti, stuffed
shells and pizza like Mama Mia used to make

PogfiQi's
SOUTH
•4S V Main
1M-7S7I

EAST
440 I. Court
MS-1M*

Or*. «to* win

|£515Wfflfi51MWffiWW

S0«!

tftt^
\0*50% OFf
#

1=
I

•Turkish Jewery
•Persian Jewery
•Mother of Pearl Jewery
•Ornaments

I"

I

\*^1

30% OFF
•Swedish Glass
•'Real Roses'
•Pottery from Cal.
•Chrysanthemum Wood
•Rumanian Wood

20% OFF ALL OTHER JEWELkY
WE DO ENGRAVING

OPEN:

Mon.-Thurs., Sat. 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Fri. 9:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

THERE ARE A LIMITED NUMBER OF
YEARBOOK PORTRAIT APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE SO CALL THE KEY AT
372-0086 TODAY! RE-TAKES AND
FIRST SITTINGS WILL BE SCHEDULED
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elsewhere,
Talk of break in Iran stalemate
as militants visit Khomeini in Qom
Tehran, Iran (AP) - Moslem
militants from the U.S. Embassy
made a surprise pilgrimage to Qom
yesterday and consulted with
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, stirring speculation that some solid
development may be near in the
long captivity of the American
hostages.
But one possibility was that the
militants were only trying to persuade Khomeini to order that U.S.
diplomat L. Bruce Laingen, in
custody at the Foreign Ministry, be
handed over to them.
The government radio reported
that the leader of a shadowy
assassination band called "The
Koran" and 15 of his comrades had

been captured after a shootout with
militiamen.
The band had claimed responsibility for a string of political killings, including the slaying of a Khomeini associate last month that
many Iranians denounced as the
work of the CIA.
Anti-Khomeini unrest continued
among Iran's ethnic minorities
yesterday.
General strikes
paralyzed two provincial capitals Tabriz, center of the Azerbaijani
region, and Kurdish - populated
Sanandaj.
ONE SPOKESMAN for the student militants said 100 of the
estimated 500 young people occupying the embassy had gone to see the

Iranian leader, but another of the
youths later denied the group was
that large.
The students refused to say
whether the trip was concerned
with their 50 or so American
hostages or with Laingen, although
one said of the Laingen issue, "If
we had wanted to discuss that, we
would have sent two people."
Charge d'Affaires Laingen, the
top U.S. diplomat in Iran, has been
at the Foreign Ministry with two
embassy colleagues ever since the
militants seized the complex and
hostages Nov. 4. The militants say
they will not free their hostages until the deposed Shah Mohannad
Reza Pahlavi is sent back to Iran.

Mondale raps Kennedy
by Associated Press

Vice President Walter F. Mondale, seeking to assure a victory in
Iowa's Democratic caucuses for
President Carter, suggested
yesterday that Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy has put political expediency ahead of patriotism in his quest
for the White House.
Arriving in Des Moines for a
three-day campaign blitz, Mondale
"barged Kennedy "has decided to

pursue the politics of the moment"
by opposing Carter's curtailment of
U.S. grain sales to the Soviets.
He said presidential candidates
must decide whether "to put their
own politics first" or to support
Carter's moves to punish the Soviet
Union for its move into Afghanistan. Mondale said the curtailment
of grain sales to the Soviets was a
firm and essential action.
Presidential candidates face a
decision between the politically

safe move and what is right for the
country, the vice president
asserted.
ASKED WHETHER he was
asserting that Kennedy's position
was unpatriotic, Mondale replied
by saying only, "I've said what I've
said."
As the vice president launched
his Iowa tour, Kennedy flew to Illinois and Republican candidate
Ronald Reagan made a pitch for
the farm vote in Iowa.

Soviets still pouring over border
KABUL, Afghanistan IAPIDiplomatic sources reported the
Soviet Union has moved additional
men and armor into Afghanistan,
but Moslem guerrillas were said
yesterday to have closed a
strategic highway linking Russia
with the capital city.
There also were reports that an
Afghan army brigade fought with
Soviet troops in Kandahar, in

southwestern Afghanistan, and
both sides suffered heavy
casualties.
The reports could not be confirmed independently.
Afghanistan's new pro-Soviet
government broadcast a letter to
President Carter accusing the
United States of "trying with all its
force to work against us."
THE OFFICIAL Soviet news

agency Tass said in a dispatch
from Kabul that an American
Roman Catholic mission here had
been functioning as an
"underground center" for recruiting "counter-revolutionary
agents" to circulate "subversive
literature."
Tass claimed the mission was
part of the American cultural
center run by the U.S. Embassy.

AP photo
Author Joy Adamson, shown above In a 1970 (He photo, was found last Friday dead,
reportedly murdered. Adamson kept up a long pen-pal relationship with a Cincinnati
woman. It was first thought that Adamson, the author ot "Born Free," was killed by an
animal.

Cincinnati pen pal keeps memories
of Joy Adamson's kindness and love
CINCINNATI (AP) - Judy Fisher has lost a pen
pal with the recent death of animal conservationist
Joy Adamson.
Mrs. Fisher and her husband Wendel got to know
Mrs. Adamson after Mrs. Fisher's grade school
class saw the motion picture "Born Free" and
wrote to Africa. The movie was based on Mrs.
Adamson's book about raising a lioness named Elsa
and returning it to the wild.
The friendship, strengthened by two visits to
Africa, grew through letters, and Mrs. Fisher was
saddened when she heard that Mrs. Adamson had
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t takes is a little Confidence
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"THE STING"
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Sunday Jon. 13 2.00 P.M.
Main Auditorium $1.00w/I.D.

7-lQ:3Qam
... featuring a selection of your
breakfast favorites served on a
hot, golden brown biscuit.

Scrambled Eggs n Ham

Sausage'n Egg on a Biscuit
Ham'nEggon a Biscuit

99C
89C

Scrambled Eggs n Sausage . . $ 1.59
SOMD WIH MASIIBHOWN BITES AM) A BISOJTT

Hashbrown Bites
Danish

Sausage on a Biscuit

79C

HamonaBiscuit

69C

BEVERAGES

EggonaBiscuit

49C

OrangeJuice
Grapefruit Jute
HolChocolate

DiSCUit \MTHJAM JtlXYOHMOWEV . , . 29C
CHlt* AND If MAIU IXTRA

■ ■■■■■■■■ICUPCCMJPONIBBBHBHH ■■■■■■■

Free Hashbrown Bites WHEN YOU ■
BUY A BREAKFAST ON
A BISCUIT
fealunng
eggs and ham or sausage
served in any combination
on a hot golden brown bistuil

40C
40C
30C

39C
50C
Tea
Milk
Coffee

30C
30C
30C&4OC

■ ICUPCOUPONII

Free Breakfast Platter
WHEN YOU BUY ONE
(eatunng scrambled eggs,
ham or sausage, brte size
hashbrowns and a ho*.
golden brown biscuit

«DI»MW

I

Chinese/Polynesian Foods
134 W. Wooster
WE HAVE EXPANDED OUR MENU!
HOURS: Monday 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Tues.-Sat.
Lunch 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Closed Daily 2-5 p.m. Closed Sunday
♦ Try our daily lunch specials •
Also-10% discount on egg rolls and
shanghai beef rolls for party needs.
L.
CARRY OUT 352-OSPfl

$1.59

yHVI D '*">< MASHHROWNi BiTlS AM) A BISCUIT

BREAKFAST BISCUIT

POLYNESIAN VILLAGE

Start the quarter off right.
Ring in the New Year at an
All-Campus beer blast
Friday-8:00 to 12:00
Saturday -8:00 to 12:00
N.E. Commons

MRS. ADAMSON knew little of fear, her friend
said. She refused a watchdog because she was
afraid it might offend the wild animals she so loved.

Moritorium urged
on grain sales

They're Bock...
To Make You Feel
Good Again

Introducing,

been found dead last week,
"She gave herself, her heart, her friendship, her
love, and...memories. What else could she have
given?" Mrs. Fisher said of her friend.
"I, myself come from a hunting family and killed
a buck at 17," Mrs. Adamson wrote once. "But
sooner or later we all get converted to protect
rather than kill the wild animals."

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A two-week nationwide
moratorium on grain sales is underway by the National Farmers Organization, according to an announcement yesterday by the president of the Ohio
Chapter.
"The market has overreacted (to President Carter's
embargo of grain originally bound for the Soviet
Union)," said Floyd Mitch. "We're asking farmers to
hold their grain until the price is better."
Mitch said his organization, which has units in 80 of
the state's 88 counties, supports the embargo, but
doesn't feel farmers should have to suffer at the
marketplace because of a political decision.
"At the end of two weeks we hope the prices will be
back up to where they were before the embargo," said
Mitch, who suggested farmers wait "for the system to
even itself out."
THE ORGANIZATION'S Ohio leader emphasized it
would be worse to sell the grain at a depressed price
than to hold it.
Mitch predicted the lower prices would force many
farmers into bankruptcies by spring. He also foresees
difficulty for many young farmers in obtaining credit
in the future.

CASETS
ORICJNM

HAMBURGERS
1025 N. MAIN

NEW 13 ITEM
SALAD BAR
ONLY $ 1.25with coupon
regularly $1.49

ONLY $1.25

ONLY $1.25

NEW 13
ITEM SALAD BAR
SAVE 24 CENTS

NEW 13
ITEM SALAD BAR
SAVE 24 CENTS

EXPIRES 1/25/80

Sponsored by Royal Green
and BGSU Coed Drill Team
Aloha

'

Be There

EXPIRES 1 25 80

1-11-80 The BG News 7

Is there a doctor in the town?
McComb can't find a physician
McCOMB, Ohio (AP) - When Dr.
Harry Miller retired last month as
this village's only physician,
residents stepped up their threeyear search for another doctor.
But Miller, 75, who served the
community near Findlay for 48
years, doubts that another doctor
will be found. Most young physicians want to work with several
doctors, he says.
"They want to go to the cities so
they can have three and four
(doctors) together and two or three
weekends off out of every four," he
said.
"Four or five couldn't come here
and make a go of it, but in Findlay
they can do it," he said. He added,
however, that two doctors could
have substantial practices in the
village of about 1,500 persons.

"MEDICINE IS a bed rut" today
because doctors don't have to go to
rural areas to have a successful
practice, Miller said. "There isn't
any other profession where a rural
town will guarantee salary."
Many medical students are asking far a guaranteed income of
$60,u00 annually before they will
practice in rural areas-a sum McComb can't afford, according to
Mayor Mary Sterrett.
Miller's age and a requirement
that physicians update their
medical knowledge are the reasons
for his retirement.
"I don't want to practice any
more. I'll be out of medicine completely," he said shortly before he
left work Dec. 29.
Miller said he will miss his practice "somewhat. I like people and
have a lot of friends," he said.

But he added, "I'm 75 years old
and have worked 10 years past the
age when most people retire."
MILLER, WHO made house calls
"pretty near every day," noted
that his retirement will create a
problem for those who have no way
to get to a doctor. Doctors in
Findlay, about 10 miles from McComb, don't generally make house '
calls, Miller said.
,
Miller was not the first doctor in
his family, nor is he the last. His
father, W. C. Miller practiced
medicine 50 years around Belmore.
His son, James A. MDier, has an
established general practice in
Findlay.
Miller began his McComb practice in 1932, five years after he
graduated from the University of
Cincinnati medical school.

DIXIE'S
ENERGY SAVING
IDEA FOR THE 80'S

Steel WOeS: Federal aid needed
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Most of
I the critical problems plaguing the
I steel industry need federal-not
I state government-solutions, inI dustry officials told a special Ohio
| legislative committee yesterday.
Executives of three major steel
I companies with plants in the state
I blamed federal environmental
I regulations and unfair import prac[tices for reduced profitability that
| has led to job losses.
Closing of U.S. Steel and Jones &
iLaughlin plants in the Mahoning
I Valley have or plan to eliminate
14,900 jobs. Those moves prompted
[creation of the Ohio House Steel
I Task Force to study the problem.
"The big problems are federal,"
aid W. Bruce Thomas, executive
president of the U.S. Steel
BUT HE AND committee chairIman Rep. Thomas J. Carney
l(D-Boardman) agreed Ohio
[lawmakers could exert influence
Ion the state's congressional delegation, the administration and

regulatory agencies.
"We know we're limited because
we're a state task force," Carney
said. But he said Ohio and other
steel producing states could
"sensitize" federal officials about
industry problems, especially during an election year.
Thomas blamed the Youngstown
closing on operating losses and a
"tremendous environmental investment" that would have been
needed to comply with federal

regulations at the facility.
A market exists for increased
steel production, he said, but new
plant construction and old plant
modernization are hampered by
"grossly inadequate" profit rates
in recent years.
U.S. STEEL'S plans to build a
$3.5 billion complex near Conneaut
were never intended to replace the
Youngstown facility, Thomas said.

OU president to ask for
3% faculty pay raise
ATHENS, OHIO (AP) -Ohio
University President Charles J.
Ping will recommend to the unversity's trustees Feb. 2 that
faculty salaries be increased 3
percent, the unversity reported
yesterday.
The salary adjustment that will
raise the average pay at OU from

near the lowest of Ohio's 12 state
universities to slightly above the
average.
Ping says the midyear equity
adjustment is warranted because
of the comparatively low faculty
salaries at Ohio University and
because the trustees have
designated salary improvements
as a primary goal.

[classified.
ILOST * FOUND
Found silver ID bracelet with
I wmi Ttna inscribed on II.
I 377 )0«.
IPLEASEM I LOST my kelly
Igreen down facket with * yellow
■■■pal In Sam ■'• Mon. night
1 (7th). it you hew any Idoawhara
lit ll, pltaie call Carol 352-4657 It
I was my only wlntar coat- I'm

llreoz I m I I
lLost silver pocket watch.
I Reward. Call 152 474a.
I Lost maroon Knit hat. Mack
Igoves. Univ H.ill lowar floor on
ITU*S
PM Plaisc call 15*1115
latter epm.

fERVICES OFFERED
OUNO SYSTEM for rant. Call
iKtvln I Soil

PERSONALS
■Congratulations Julia Mosconl on
lyour pinning to Toddl Now we're
"all wondering when you are going
i Bet the rock??? Love, your
Samma Phi Sisters.
Pikes, this Friday the D G s will
I In their prime at our first tea
I the quarter for a super good

time.

._„__^^___

«. Welcome back to BG. I'm so
Had you're my roomie ft Little.
■Let's make this year a great one I
^.ovo, Krlt.
We're ready to start the year
•Ith a great big bang, on Friday
[night with the Delta Tau Gang
■ youi there,
I
the Alpha Phis.
|loe Steyer: MAPPY BIRTH
AYIILQVE. CATHY,
rhank you Laurie Larson for
ur tasty treat. It's nice to have
i pledge so sweetl Love, Your
■Alpha Phi Sisters.
■Congrats Phyllis ft Jim on your
Engagement Remember we're
I lust your friends, we're your
[-oommates.
Love Katie.
Ulcheiie ft CarH.
lurprlze. Surprize 11 Congrats
f.isette on your lavalierlng to
flrobol I Love Ya. Betty.
ice. War* Hod's a. topslders
Llways a part of your wardrobe?
fhe Brothers
|ue Edmunds: Although this
sage Is a little late, we all
ght It was great when the
|endle stopped at you on No. 4 we
uldn't ask for more. Con|ratulations to you ft Rick on
ur engagementi Love, your
nma Phi sisters.
| aren ft Carol Thanks for being
«h great roomies Let's make
\jr last 7 quarters great ones.
«. Kris.
■ hi Celts. We're psyched
jfcause we're starting the
Inner out right with the tea on
1-idayi Love, The AX'S.

Lll Sli's ol SAE, the Brother* are
excited to welcome you back to
BG tonight. Lars get crazy! The
tOOtO
.
Congratulations to Raydene ft
Peggy Phi Psl Lll' Sis' Co
Membership Chairmen.
R U A SAC? II U R. U R a Stu
dent Aoalnst cancar.
Vatans announces their January
storewlde clearance sale. Shop
now»MVttl
S.A.C. Is new; we need YOU 11
Congratulations Barb Gantz on
your engagement! Your candle
passing surprised us all! Your
Gamma Phi sisters wish you ft
Steve love, luck ft happiness,.
First meeting (S.A.C): Wad.,
Jan. K, 7:00. Capital Room,
Union.
Kappa Sigs, We're ready to start
the quarter off right this Friday
night. Be ready for a GREAT
TIME I Love, Aloha Xls.
Whet's your racquet? Sign up lor
the Rec Centers Student Rac
quetbaii. Handball ft Squash
Tournaments until Jan. 16th.
Play begins Jan. 21.
SENIORS! I THIS IS YOUR
LAST CHANCE TO HAVE
YOUR YEARBOOK PORTRAIT
TAKEN. LIMITED NUMBER
OF APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE. CALL THE KEY OFFICE AT 372001* BEFORE
JANUARY B TO RESERVE
YOUR APPOINTMENT TIME.
Catherine Ann I didn't realize
they plowed snow for free in
Florida. Thanks for the Info.
zttOdiL
Friday Special. Half of any HH
sub. macaroni or potato salad,
chips ft fountain drink (free
refill, too) Si •». Served all day.
11 M am 1:00 am. Eat in only.
Sub Me Quick. 141 E. WOOSler.
Don't forget! We have cold beer
for carryoutt
Saturday Special. Pizza sub
(open laced with pizza sauce,
salami & cheese) si so Served
from 4 30 p m i oo a.m. Eat In
only. Sub Me Quick. 14] E.
Wooster. Cold beer for carryout.
too!
Sunday Special lor Kids!! Hall of
any si 95 tub. chips ft fountain
drink with free refill - $1.25. Serv
ed from 4:10 pnvl:00 am. Eat In
only. SubMeOulck. 14] E.
Wooster
Monday Special. Chill ft
Salad I! (5 Bowl ol chill ft one
time salad bar. Served all day
n 30 am to 1:00 am. Eat In only!
SubMeOulck. 14] E. Wooster.
Cold Beer for carryout.
Ladles, come loin the fun with
ZTA sisters at their rush parties:
Jan 14, 1:00. Stale Rm.. union.
Jan 16,1:00. at Haven House. Ftrides ft infocall Deb Mill.
Locker Room Sporting Goods
marked down all Items. Clearing
for new Inventory, take edvan
I age and save"

Jane, congratulations on your
Alpha XI Delta Lambda Chi pinning to Jimmy. XI Love. Your
Alpha xi sitters.
Tex. Gracias por le buen vino et
por hablarme. Tu' es buen'
amlgo. I'm glad I chose you ft
Sigma Nu too! Cuz. the best big
you'll forever be! Buenas suerte
este cuarto! OXOX Tu pequena
hartnana. Kim.
HAIRCUTS ONLY S4.00II!
KAY ANN BEAUTY SHOP
114 W. WOOSTER
Alpha Xl's, We're going to Mart
the quarter oft right with our tea
tonight. Lars melt the icicles outside with the heat generated
from within,.The Kappa sigs.
ORGANIZATIONS!! If you
would like to have your group
picture included In the 19N KEY,
call the KEY n"lce at 172-0064 by
January 14.
Sports Car Club ol America Auto
rally. Sunday Jan II, Ft. Meigs
Park, Perrysburg. Registration
10 X am. Finish at Pisanello's
Pizza For mlo call I 478 5904
All Interested girls come to Zeta
Beta Tau Night at the Movies at
the ZBT House Old Frat Row.
Mon. Jan. 14 at 7:10 ■ 9:10. Rush
ZBT!
CLOGS! CLOGS! CLOGS! Hand
crafted In my Vermont
workshop. SJ0 $26. FREE
catalog: Danform Clogs Box 216
Wlnooskl, VT. 05404

WANTED
M. rmte... own room, SN mo. Indud. ulll. Wtr. ft Spr. Call
S&fflTi
F. rmte. needed lor wtr. ft or
Spr, otrt. Call 154 196?
F. rmte. needed Wtr. ft Spr. qtrs.
ws mo. t mil, mien
F. rmte. for Spr. Qtr, Apt.
located at Second ft High sts.

ciiin-am

One Male roommate. H2 N.
Main Call Jim 3521780
Rmte. wanted. Call alter 6 pm
Ha-TW
2 M. rmtes. to subls. Desperate.
Very close to campus. Cheap
Ham. M4-HW
1 F. rmle needed Jan. Close to
campus For more into call
352 7252
M. rmte needed for Wtr. ft Spr
Sat) mo. ft utll. Close to campus.
Call 352 0)60
F. rmte needed. House close to
campus. $90. mo. All utll pel Call
352 5753

HELP WANTED
S]70/thousend for envelopes you
mail. Postage Paid. Free application. NS 501] Road O. Pan
dora, Ohio. 45177

IIITHE
KEY
NEEDS
SALESPEOPLE!!! If you wan
to earn money In your spare firm
ft like selling, THE KEY Is nova"
offering students fhe opportunity
to tarn Si 00 for each yearbook
sold. For further details ft an ap
plication contact Joyce Null
THE KEY olllce. 20006 Ol
Mi-mo
Part time ballet ft tap teacher
Call Vlvienne's Dance Studio
669-9411
All Interested students: High]
paying part-time jobs on cam
pus...you set the hours. Write
Collegiate Press Box 556
Belleville. Mich. 4(111 now. No
obligation.
Babysitter. Mon.. Tues., Thurs
atternoon. Own car.
Call
153 1519 alter 4 om
Domino's Pizza. Drivers ft Inside
help needed 15] 1519 after 4 pm
COLLEGE GRADUATES FOR
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
POSITIONS
Excellent starling salary for]
Scientists, Engineers, Pilot
Navigators ft Support Officers.
$22,000 within 4 years. Fre>
medical ft dental care with 10]
days paid vacation each year. I
you ore between the age ol 20-34!
ft have received or expect to
receive your college degree. Call
(419) 474 92M collect between the
hours of 8 4 ft see if you can
quality as an Air Force Officer
Applications art now being ac
SttBBt
Need pf. time day positions lined)
lor the (ollowing dishwashers,
waltors or waitresses ft or cooks.
Apply in person Mon. Fri. Corner
Kitchen, m s. Main

FOR SALE
1974 Mallbu classic Excellent
cond. Call 152 9107. Make an ol
far.
Dorm size retrig. $60 or best of
ler. Call Jan 152 4491
Hockey tickets. BGSU . 2 or 4
center ice reserved season
tickets. All remaining games
Call 174 7624

FOR RENT
Kustom PA system, 2 mikes plus
stands Great tor club work
"on campus gigs." Reasonable
rates Ph 152 7425
Thurstin Apartments. Air
conditioned, fully carpeted,
cabfevislon. effic. laundry fecll.
Now leasing tor summer ft fall.
451 Thurstin 152 5415
all 7th St 2 bdrm. lurn. All utll
pd. except elec John Newlove
Real Estate. 153 6551
House avail. 040 4th St. Close to
campus. Stove ft retrig. John
Newlove Real Estate 157 6551 or
152 219!
Room for rent 352 JIMafler I X

pm.

COME RIDE
THE DIXIE BUS
Beginning

WED. JAN. 16TH
a^t

Dixie Electric Co
B

3.,
•\

iPPiiWS
sv>;

Will Be Providing
BUS TRANSPORTATION To All
Bowling Green Students
FOR ONLY .25*
|EVERY WED. College Greek Nitej
Pickups Will Be At
The Student Union
Every Half-Hour Starting
At 7:30 P.M.
SO WHY DON'T YOU

RIDE THE DIXIE BUS &
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!\
For Further Information Call 874-8649

Come Plug Yourself In!
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sports
Improved FSC
meets BG icers
by Dave Lewandowskl
assistant sports editor

Ferris State, last season's
pushover for Central Collegiate
Hockey Association teams, will
pose a more formidable challenge
tonight and tomorrow when the
Bulldogs visit the Ice Arena for a
pair of 7:30 p.m. games against the
Falcons. Both contests are complete sellouts.
Last year the Bulldogs were in a
transition season from the NA1A to
NCAA Division I and finished with
a 4-20 record against CCHA squads.
But this year the Bulldogs enter
the BG series with a 14-4 overall
record, although owning an 0-4
mark in the league. FSC lost CCHA
series to both Northern Michigan
and Ohio State.
"By their early season performance, it certainly looks like
they've improved over last year,"
BG coach Jerry York said about
Ferris. "The caliber of their opposition hasn't been that strong,
but they have beaten Michigan
State twice and gave Ohio State a
strong showing." The Bulldogs
defeated MSU 6-3 and 4-3 and lost to
the Buckeyes 6-4 and 5-1.
THE FALCONS,9-8-1 overall, 3-1
in the CCHA defeated Ferris four
times last season, 11-2, 10-0, 11-5
and 7-2. The Bulldogs have balanced scoring with freshman Paul
Cook leading the team with 26
points on 11 goals and 15 assists.
Sophomores Jim Baker and Rocki
Smith both have 22 points.
Since the Bulldogs have improved over last year, York said his
team can't take Ferris lightly and
look ahead to the games with Ohio
State in Columbus next weekend.
"We're conscious of the fact that
they (Ferris) have beaten an
established team in Michigan State
and have had some good series with
teams this year," York said.
Ferris State coach Rick Duffet
said he thinks his team has improv-

ed 100 percent over last year's 10-24
team.
"Our program has come a long
way," Duffet said, "you can see the
difference out on the ice. But CCHA
teams are all strong and each
weekend presents a tough
challenge no matter who we play.
Certainly Bowling Green has to
rank among the better league
teams."
YORK SAID that defenseman
Barry Mills will be out of the lineup for "a few more weeks" with a
broken hand. But Bill Newton has
been practicing with a playing cast
and is expected to challenge for a
spot on the roster in the next few
games. Newton missed the last 10
games with a broken wrist.
Wally Charko and Mike David
are expected to share the goaltending duties. Charko has a 5-6-1
record with a 4.60 goals against
average while David has a 4-2 mark
with a 3.63 g.a.a.
WITH THE injury to Mills, Mike
Cotter has been moved back to
defense, paired with John Gibb.
York said last Saturday's 6-4 win
over Western Michigan gave some
new life to his team.
"Beating Western was a real lift
to our team, it really helped our
morale," York said. "We were involved in a game Saturday that was
a must win for our program. If we
would have lost the game, we
would have been 2-2 in the league,
now we're 3-1."
ICE CHIPS... CCHA member
Northern Michigan is ranked first
in this week's WMPL-coaches poll.
The Wildcats knocked off last
week's number one ranked North
Dakota squad twice, 4-2, 4-3. NMU
received all 10 first place
votes...Northern has an important
league battle with 10th ranked Ohio
State this weekend. Both teams are
44 in the CCHA...Lake Superior is
at Western in the other CCHA
series this weekend.

Injury weakens swimmers
by Pat Kennedy
stall reporter

Going into the first full weekend
of competition, Bowling Green's
men's swimming coach Tom
Stubbs says he is "not as confident" about the possible outcomes
of the meets against Wayne State
Friday and Central Michigan
Saturday.
Stubbs said his top breaststroker,
freshman Nick Bellino, is out for
the weekend with a torn muscle and
that this "takes the strength away"
from his team.
"We don't have another
breatstroker of his (Bellino's)
caliber," Stubbs said. "That
weakens the hell out of us. I
definitely felt we could step out and
win those meets, but without Nick I
can't be quite as confident."
Saturday's 2 p.m. meet with
CMU at Cooper Pool will also
feature the University of Cincinnati, a team which Stubbs tabbed
as "probably the toughest team"
BG will face this season.

"THEY'RE (the weekend's
meets) both going to be tight," he
said. "Against Wayne State we will
fight for first and against Central
Michigan we would win (with
Bellino). Now I don't know. On
paper it isn't there.
"We're going in with the idea of
hanging tough and making moves
which we think are prudent during
the meet."
In addition to Bellino, Stubbs said
two other swimmers are questionable. Senior Jim Gleason is suffering from a "pretty bad cold"
and freshman diver Phil Koester
has a groin pull, but has been practicing.
THE FALCONS take a 1-0 record
into the match, with a 57-56 victory
over Notre Dame on Dec. 7.
"We didn't swim that well
overall (against ND)," he said.
"But it did show us that when the
chips are down, we have people
who will come through. We didn't
give up."

The best of 79
'Family man' wins
NEW YORK (AP)--Willie
Stargell, the patriarch in the Pittsburgh Pirates' "Family," was
named Male Athlete of the Year for
1979 by The Associated Press
yesterdayStargell, named most valuable
player in the Pirates' seven-game
World Series victory over
Baltimore, received 48Vj votes in
nationwide balloting by sports
writers and broadcasters.
He easily outdistanced Sugar
Ray Leonard, who won the World
Boxing Council welterweight
championship at the end of the
year, and Sebastian Coe, the
Englishman who set three distance
world track records in 42 days last
summer.
Through the pounding stretch
drive of September, when the
Pirates were locked in a day-to-day
battle for survival with Montreal in
the National League East Division,
Stargell steadied the team. He batted .281 for the season, hitting a
club-high 32 home runs and driving
in 82 runs, most of them crucial.
As important as his tangible contributions were on the field,
Stargell was perhaps more
valuable in the clubhouse. He is
captain of the Pirates and the team
looks to him for leadership. He supplied it in large doses during the
summer of 1979.
The Pirates clinched the division
crown on the final day of the season
and then shot past Cincinnati in the
National League Championship
Series, carried again by their
leader, Stargell. He slugged two
home runs, drove in six runs, batted .455 and was named the
playoff's most valuable player.
Then he shared regular season
MVP honors with Keith Hernandez
of St. Louis.

'Rival' IU challenges gymnasts
by Ken Koppel
•tall reporter

Bowling Green's football and basketball teams
have their rivals and so does the Falcons' gymnastics team.
BG's undefeated gymnasts compete against one
of its rivals.Indiana University, at 1 p.m. tomorrow
in the North Gym.
Before coming to coach the BG gymnasts seven
years ago, Charles Simpson headed the women's
gymnastics program at Indiana for four seasons.
Not only is Simpson acquainted with the Hoosier
gymnastics program, but also with the Indiana
recruiting area. Simpson recruited two native Indiana gymnasts last year.
BOTH MARGY Pfister and K» rin Kemper were
lured from the Hoosier State to BG. But, while each
said they treat every meet the same, they admitted
to holding special feelings for tomorrow's clash.
"I want to do better cause I know they're watching," Pfister said of the squad in which she is
familiar with a portion of. "You're kinda watching
each other, but down inside it's not really different
competing."
Pfister lives in Bloomington, approximately "10
minutes away from campus." She decided to attend
BG because of the gymnastics program headed by
Simpson, who she had worked with in junior high as
a member of a team Simpson organized.

THE SOPHOMORE'S ability to perform at full
strength was questioned at the beginning of the
season as Pfister was coming back from a bout with
mononucleosis. However, she did her best ever in
the vault scoring 8.55 at Kentucky in the Falcons'
opening meet.
"It's better going against Indiana at home,"
Kemper said. "Last year a lot of my friends came to
watch. We (BG) had nobody there."
Kemper also has been paying good dividends to
the Falcon squad. In BG's first four meets she has
captured the all-around category three times. Included In what appears will be a good season for her
is an excellent performance against Eastern
Michigan where she set personal records in the allaround, bars and floor exercise.
THOUGH living in Indianapolis, 70 miles from the
Indiana campus, Kemper also decided to travel
east because "I heard good things about the coach"
where she m et up with Pfister. The gymnasts have
never lost to the Hoosiers since Simpson left IU six
years ago, including regional competition.
Kemper said she also has a few friends on the Indiana squad, her initial scouting report stating that
the encounter with the Hoosiers should be as close
as last year's 124.30-122.25 decision.
"IU really hasn't had a real strong program,"
Kemper said in sizing up a squad that Simpson had
built from a club sport in previous years.

Austin wants No. 1
CINCINNATI (AP)--Tracy
Austin, the 17-year-old Associated
Press female athlete of the year,
says she won't be content until
she's ranked as the best women's
tennis player in the world.
"My goal is to be No. 1," said
Austin, a favorite in this week's
$150,000 women's tour event in Cincinnati. "But I'm not singleminded about it. I have other things
on my mind, too."
"After being with adults all the
time, it's good to be back with the
kids," said Austin, who hadn't yet
turned 17 when she became the
youngest person to win a U.S. Open
championship last summer.
SHE'S RANKED third in world
behind Martina Navratilova and
Chris Evert Lloyd now, but she was
an easy winner in the nationwide
athlete of the year balloting for 1979
among sports writers and broadcasters. Golfer Nancy Lopez
Melton, last year's winner, was
runner-up.
Austin won a record 25 national
U.S. junior titles, and two years ago
reached the third round at
Wimbledon before losing to Lloyd.
She continued to improve steadily
and to gain on Lloyd, who three
times has been athlete of the year,
defeating here in last year's Italian
Open and in straight sets for the
U.S. Open title last summer.
Along with Austin, Lloyd and
Billie Jean King, a two-time athlete
of the year, the Avon Championships of Cincinnati nearly boasted
four winners of the award.
However, Evonne Goolagong
Cawley, winner in 1971, was forced
to withdraw because of sprained
fingers suffered in a tournament
last week.

AP photos
Willie Stargell (top), who led the Pittsburgh Pirates to a World
Series championship, was named the top male athlete ol 1979 by
the Associated Press. Tracy Austin (above) was picked top lemale
athlete. The 15-year-old tennis star won the U.S. Open.

Host UC. OSU

Falcons face 'toughest weekend'
by Ken Koppel
stall reporter
Though rigid temperatures are
prevailing outside, a lot of heat will
be generated in Cooper Pool this
weekend.
Bowling Green's women's swimming team, defending state champions, will be hosting the University of Cincinnati and Ohio State as
they invade for a pair of dual
meets.
"NO QUESTION. Hands down
this is the toughest dual weekend
meet of the year," BG coach Tom
Stubbs said.
The Bearcats will be meeting BG
at 7 p.m. tommorrow. While this
will be the first time that the
Falcons face UC this season, the
team from the Queen City has
already racked up a 70-all tie with
Ohio State, a squad that the swimmers are quite familiar with.
The Buckeyes, who will be here
at 3 p.m. today, have already met
the Falcons twice this year, both

times proving to be superior.
In the opening meet of the season
OSU dethroned the swimmers as
champions of the BG Relays. Two
weeks later in Oxford, they captured the Miami Invitational, the
Falcons placing third.
Ohio State can also boast as being
the only team to defeat the BG
swimmers in a dual meet in the last
three years that loss coming last
season by a score of 89-42.
The Falcons enter this weekend of
competition as their first in over a
month. They crushed Miami 93-47
in their last meet way back on Dec.
8.
However, they did not waste their
period of idleness. During the time
off the majority of the squad traveled to Florida for a period of training and recuperation.
The rest seemed to have paid off
as Midge Hill will be returning to
the line-up after suffering a bruise
in her thigh earlier in the year. Also
coming back from illnes are Lisa
Fry (mononucleosis) and Mary

Jane Harrison (appendicitis). Only
Terry Alexander remains questionable for this weekend after going through the removal of impacted wisdom teeth.
"It's a big challenge to go back to
back against them," Stubbs said of
the upcoming weekend. But it's
something we have to do. The
schedule worked out that way this
year.
"Those two teams look to be at
this point, other than us, the top two
teams of the state. There are no
other teams (on BG's schedule)
that are stronger than either of
those."
Stubbs said that the return of Fry
and Harrison will be a big lift to the
swimmers as the two divers will be
competing with some of the best in
the state.
"They (OSU and UC) both have
good diving," Stubbs said. "OSU is
normally the top diving school in
the state. It's obviously leaving us
with a real tough challenge this
weekend."

